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My 2-Day Jeju Island
Adventure in South Korea
For our ﬁrst trip, we travelled around using public transport
and found ourselves getting lost, especially at night. Hence,
for our second trip to Jeju Island, we decided to rent a car
to make our road trip a more fulﬁlling and relaxing one.
After a short 1 hour domestic ﬂight
to Jeju airport from Seoul, we
went straight to the Hertz counter
desk located next to gate #2 on
arrival level with
our reservation
number.
After this, we took
the free shuttle bus
which is about 15
minutes-drive away
to Jeju Auto house
to collect our car.
Once we were there,
there was just a 10
minutes veriﬁcation
of documents before
we were given an
orientation on the
car as well as the
GPS, which we
have requested
beforehand to be in

English, and we are ready to set off!
Jeju Island is not as small as we see
on the map! The airport is located at
the north of the island and it is where
the Jeju city is, so we stayed in an
airbnb near to the airport.
We drove to our ﬁrst spot – the Jeju
Mysterious Road
known for objects and
liquid appearing to
roll and ﬂow up the
hill instead of down.
At the start point, we
stopped our car, put it
on neutral gear with
hazard lights on, and
witnessed ourselves
move forward towards
the ending point
about 300 metres
ahead. There was at
least 6 cars queuing
up to do the
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same thing! The last stop before we
retire for the night was dinner and
some shopping at Jeju city.
For Day 2, we drove east to Seongsan
Ilchulbong (Sunrise peak) for the
sunrise, stopping by for lunch before
heading down south towards Daepo
Jusangjeolli Cliff and concluded our
trip at Jeju’s Green
Tea O’sulloc Museum
where you can admire
their green tea
plantation and shop
at their well-known
beauty and skincare
brand, Innisfree.
The highlight of the
drive was between the
attractions because
there was no trafﬁc
and we found a ﬁeld of
blooming yellow canola
ﬂowers. Surprising
fact is that there was
enough fuel to last the
whole day’s trip!
For the beauty and
skincare lovers, you
will be spoilt for
choice with the many
local beauty brands
in Jeju.
Returning the car on
Day 3 was a breeze!
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We drove to the nearest petrol station
to ﬁll up our petrol before returning
our car at the return location. The
return location is at the same place
as where we collected our car. All we
needed to do was park at the return
point for a 5 minutes inspection and
we were off in the shuttle bus back to
the Jeju International Airport.

Tips for driving
in Jeju Island
• Always book your car in advance
• Google map do not work well
in Jeju, hence, having a GPS is
important (speciﬁcally request
for English version during
reservation). To use the GPS,
you will need to input the last 7
digits telephone number of the
destinations.
• Do check with the staff to create
bookmarks or put pins to your
hotel and rental ofﬁce on your GPS
• Apply for an International Driving
Permit, if necessary.
• Even though Jeju is an island,
factor in more travel time between
your destinations as it may take
you a couple of hours to travel
from point to the other.

